Horizonte Lied
Horizonte Lied is born in 1992, founded by Bernardo Garza,
Alex Ezert and Ernesto Du Solier, under the influences of bands
like Depeche Mode and Clan of Xymox.
The band remained underground until 1996 when
singer/guitarist Jesus Logar joins the band. In this year the band
also changes their name to Horizonte Lied (before called
Horizonte Limite); the word Lied is of german origin used since
the 18th century and represents one of the most important
poetic-musical form of art of all times, (Franz Peter Shubert
established the german Lied as a new artform in the 19th
century). The band tries exactly to establish a new form to
expose the music, that is complemented with the vision and
inspiration that projects the concept of 'Horizon'.
It is not but until 1999 when the band begins to plan and record
their debut album.
Unfortunately due to personal matters, the band delays the
recording sessions for 2 years. But finally, in October of 2002,
they launch their first single: 'Destello Inmortal'; the good
rotation that receives the track on the internet basically, opens
the doors to be the opening act of the recognized band Clan of
Xymox at the end of 2002.
In March of 2003, finally they release the album "Memorias de
Cronicas Futuras&quot(Memories of Future Chronicles) with
very good acceptance in the electro underground scene; they
release a second single "Iluminado" in November of 2003.
In 2004 the band took a recess and only worked producing
remixes for other bands (Eurovision, Brand New Day)
At the end of 2005 the band reunites again but Ernesto leaves
the band to pursue other personal interests, they start recording
sessions for new material and do some live shows in 2006.
Trough all 2007 the recording of new material continues and a
promotional album is planned;
At present the band is finalizing new tracks and remastering old
tracks and unreleased material that will be featured in the
promotional album to be released this year
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